CORRIGENDUM FOR THE POST OF EXCISE INSPECTOR, ADVT NO.11/2015 CAT NO.1 OF EXCISE & TAXATION DEPARTMENT, HARYANA.

It is for the information of concerned candidates that in the final result dated 12.02.2021 for the post of Excise Inspector against Advt. No.11/2015, Cat.No.01 of Excise & Taxation Department, Haryana published in various newspapers/uploaded on website of HSSC, the following correction have been made: -

Roll No. 1151197089 Sh. Anil Kumar and 1151197859 Sh. Sunil Kumar are selected in DESM BCB (Dependent of killed in action) Category and consequently Roll No. 1151109390 Sh. Sukhvir and Roll No. 1151163366 Sh. Joginder Singh Saini of ESM BCB (Ex-Servicemen Self) Category are ousted from the selection list and thus now falls in Waiting list. Thus, candidate bearing Roll No. 1151112450 of ESM BCB (Ex-Serviceman Self) is ousted from the Waiting list.

Dated, Panchkula
the 25th March, 2021

Sd/-
Secretary,
Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Panchkula